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INTRODUCTION
Welcome everybody! We are grateful for your
participation in this culminating project. As we go
through our selected sites, we invite you to consider
the space around you: how did it come to be the way
it is? And what does it mean for you to be a part of this
space? Who determines our right to spaces in this city?
We will walk through the streets of San Francisco and
touch different neighborhoods on our way down--from
Pacific Heights, known for its stunning views of the Marina, to the cusp of Hayes Valley and Lower Haight. And
though San Francisco is best-known for its hills,
hippie scene in the 70s, and bridges, we will be
showcasing San Francisco through different perspectives:
gentrification, racism, and community resistance are also
significant parts to San Francisco’s whole identity.
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CONTRIBUTORS
After the introduction, you can follow up with featuring
pictures of the contributors that built the tour. Feel free
to include whoever you feel is appropriate in addition
to the core class - this could be community members
that helped, other teachers, or mentors that aided in
this process in some way.
What information to include depends on what the
group agrees upon. Some ideas could be names, pronouns, their role in the tour, etc.
The following page has a rough example of what this
could look like:

CONTRIBUTORS
FRANCISCO SÁNCHEZ (he/him)
Creative writer, “TENT CITY”

OCTAVIA SCOTT (she/they)
Public speaker, Haunted...and for what?
Visuals & design contributor

Continue as you see fit!
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THE TOUR
To the left you will see a map of this example walking
tour. It is roughly under 2 miles and, as mentioned in
the introduction, traverses through various neighborhoods in San Francisco.
While describing your tour, it will be helfpul to use this
panel to outline how to follow the tour: for example,
this tour goes in order from north to south, starting at
“Tent City” in Pacific Heights, then to “Haunted...and for
what?,” and ending at “Tender Roots” in Hayes Valley.
For each stop, the booklet will have first a picture or visual, followed by a creative writing piece on the space,
event, and/or person, and end with a contextual & historical piece. The order of this depends on the authors
and what they feel fits the rhythm of their tour the best!
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“TENT CITY”
Walking along the street, children play
along the side
A baby’ s laugh, a pigeon’s coo
In her very best brand name outfit
(Tory Burch sneakers, too),
Karen saunters along on her daily walk
to Blue Bottle Coffee,
Her wallet no need to hide.
When suddenly!
*chgk*
*chgk*
*chgk*
Off she goes, with her shaky caffeine
in hand,
To the comfort of her own home.
“Tent on Jackson and Fillmore
bus stop”
Writes Karen from Billionaire’s Row.
She feels at peace, knowing
Nextdoor neighbors will
Smile and cheer virtually,
The stories they don’t see fully,
Camaraderie among other NIMBY’s,
Great wealth with hearts spent frugally.
Now let me tell you something about
Karen on this billionaire’s row:
Her day seemed slightly empty
--leisurely maybe
A coffee run done now wondering
“What next?”
In comes the man with the phones and
the tent.
*chgk* (See photo.)
“Is this a COVID test site?”
Asks the woman
Of the no more than 3-person tent...
“No...this is where I sleep” says the man,
having no rent.
But the man, like the church,
moving many times,
Found his home (at least for now) across
the bread and the wine.
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“Well-spoken and all” but that doesn’t
matter since
His home,
Survival,
		Dignity,
		Now online--scattered.
Has someone ever photographed her in her
home? Without her permission?
No?
I just want to know if she would then
see it an issue.
An issue for her
Because her privacy is sacred;
An issue for her
The move not anticipated;
Non-emergency line
Her space consecrated.
As if, just to her, they’d brought
Gold, frankincense, and myrrh.
*chgk* (See photo.)
“Tent on Jackson and Fillmore
bus stop”
Spent more time there than the
hella gentrified shop.
And the spiral she led…
Oh the SPIRAL
she led allllll her neighbors down
Down hypotheticals, creations of her own?
“I don’t understand why this city is allowing
them to be squatters in front of my [home.]”
*chgk* (See photo.)
Mrs. I-worry-about-my-taxes
Mrs. Maslow’s-perfect-circumstances
Mrs. My-husband-and-I-are-activists
but calls the cops on the innocent homeless.
Mrs. my-opinion-on-the-unhoused-is
while not understanding what a
relapse is
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Mrs. our-tax-records-remain- surreptitious
I could go on about how she thought she bore
witness.
____________________________________
One commenter stated he was
“no different than us.”
Stated this could happen to
any one of us.
To him.
And all the time the man,
so-called “tent dweller,”
Stood.
So to the man and his tent
And his phones
And cables:
I hope things
		are better.

About Jackson St. & Fillmore St.
According to the San Francisco government, as of 2019 there
were 8,035 people experiencing homelessness.¹ Of course,
this doesn’t include the people who are in-between homes,
hopping from shelter-to-shelter, and making it work in some
capacity one day at a time.
Then hit the pandemic.
COVID-19 sent worldwide panic about our health and safety,
and along the way has changed many lives and families.
It has been over a year, and the pandemic has unearthed
many issues we should have dug into years ago--the faults
of a capitalist economy which has shown this country’s (and
many people’s) true colors (though much of it we already
knew). We watched as the United States chose to
prioritize the lure of profit over the safety and health of
workers; we learned essential workers, while important and
necessary, were also disposable, and, easily replaceable.
And we watched helplessly as lives slipped away, and this
country still demanded nurses and doctors be superhuman,
for teachers to comfort children through screens, and for
working parents to just...keep working or else.
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Or else? Or else you won’t make rent that month. Or else
you’ll have to find a new job. Or else there won’t be enough
money for gas, groceries, and bills.
Needless to say, the spike in unhoused folks in
San Francisco was astronomical following the first days of
the virus’s arrival to the city. There had been a 285%
increase in tents and makeshift shelters, specifically in the
Tenderloin.¹ And while there are several shelters scattered
among neighborhoods, this particular neighborhood-Pacific Heights--was reported to have zero sheltered people
and 171 unsheltered just in 2019.²
So, knowing this, this one tent along Jackson & Fillmore
should be no surprise to Ms. Karen, but it was. Most folks
on the Nextdoor post had vilified this man and criminalized
him without knowing the full extent of his situation,
jumping to conclusions that Pacific Heights would turn into
the next Tenderloin (and there’s a lot to read into there).
Only a handful came to his defense, writing they had
actually spent time with him, asked him about his situation,
and even shared a meal.

References
1. Stone, J. R. (2020). City report shows 285-percent rise in homeless
tents, structures in San Francisco’s Tenderloin. ABC7 San Francisco. https:/abc 7news.com/homeless-in-san-francisco-coronavirus-sf-help/6158835/.
2. San Francisco Department of Homelessness and Supportive Housing,
& Housing Instability Research Department, San Francisco Homeless
Count & Survey Comprehensive Report (2019). San Jose, CA; Applied
Survey Research.
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Haunted...and for what?
When you think of ghosts,
What have you heard?
What do you see?
Is it likely you picture a little white sheet?
And that little white sheet,
Floating freely,
Wondering,
“Who tells my story?”
(Hello.)
No matter where we walk
Ghosts will follow.
They gently haunt Stow Lake,
And the Mission,
And downtown,
And more.
Black and white, sepia-toned vision
Aiding to a further increased distance.
Though these aren’t floating sheets…
They were people.
___________________________________

Out from underground, into the scene
Where ghostly pallid faces stare
Confused at beautiful melanin.
The hatred delivered
By those same ghostly faces,
Fraught with green and red,
both.
And so as life continued,
The gossip was constant.
The gossip was superfluous.
And white San Francisco grew
To conflate the two.
Depictions of Ms. Mary,
the “voodoo queen,”
Ms. Mary who “eats brains,”
The one who “curses us all” and
Inflicts fear and pain!
___________________________________

Mammy Pleasant.
That name didn’t sit right with her,
Ms. Mary Ellen Pleasant.
It sat on the newsprint,
That name,
burning...hopefully up in flames.
As she sat in her 30-room home,
A double-agent at first and then
Openly and proudly helping her own.
She did things her way.
Secretly.
Mysteriously.
Triumphantly.
And no white man would dare
Belittle Ms. Pleasant with pleasantries
If they continued to call her “Mammy.”
Get out.
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Justice we say, to her reputation.
More plaques and efforts for
Commemoration; education,
So that Ms. Pleasant hears our acclamations.
The 30 rooms are gone, though
The eucalyptus trees remain to speak,
Planted by the very woman whose name
Carries mystique.
It’s said that her spirit is angry,
Hitting passers-by from her trees above,
Sending chills down spines,
Typical “haunting” stuff.
Though I wonder if she stays mad
all these years.
Mad from the humiliation,
From the gentrification of her neighborhood--indignation!
From the people who threw
Constant accusations;
Scared of her “blood magic”
Though she was just part-Haitian.
I don’t blame her. And I hope we do better.
Her end
unfitting to the life she’d led.
Ms. Mary Ellen Pleasant, abolitionist and fighter of freedom,
breaker of rules: This one’s for you.

About Octavia St. & Bush St.
Mary Ellen Pleasant was visionary and intentional in every
part of her life--as she accumulated wealth, she used her
power to secretly help Black folks through the underground
railroad. She was also in close contact with abolitionists like
John Brown, working to free enslaved people and escape
their conditions; John Brown is known for helping incite and
arm an uprising led by enslaved people at Harpers Ferry,
Virginia in 1859. A pivotal moment leading to the Civil War.
Unfortunately, John Brown was caught, hanged, and officials
then began looking for who helped finance the uprising. It
was Ms. Mary Ellen Pleasant.¹
Legend says she kept people guessing, since multiple
sources admit to providing conflicting information on her
beginnings.² Academics have noted that all of Pleasant’s
autobiographies have different origin stories --perhaps she
wanted to keep those things a secret. And with good reason.
What “legend” does get right is that she came to
San Francisco and, though mixed, realized she passed for a
white woman, so she went with it. Having formerly been
enslaved, she was obviously weary of white people’s
treatment of Black folks.
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But following the emancipation of enslaved peoples, she
decided to reveal she was Black in the census. People’s
treatment of her changed--as a “white” woman, she was
admired and revered as one of the wealthiest people in
California. After white San Franciscans found out she was
Black, it led to her vilification and mystification on behalf of
her business partner’s widow. She did practice vodun, but
people around her only feared what they didn’t know and
painted her as an actual witch.³
Mary Ellen Pleasant remained sure of herself. It is lesser
known that in 1866 she was denied a ride on one of San
Francisco’s street cars.⁴ And she sued. The streetcars were
later desegregated a couple of years following the lawsuit.
It’s likely students haven’t formally learned about her in
schools because, while she is a Civil Rights icon today, she
didn’t do it in a way which appeals to white, liberal audiences, i.e. a la “I Have a Dream.” She snuck money around and
kept secrets,⁵ all in connection to and support of the Underground Railroad. Her tactics are placed opposite to Rosa
Parks and the sanitized version of Martin Luther King, Jr.
And perhaps that’s why she kept mixing up her stories--she
did what she knew to do to aid in the freedom of others
without getting caught.
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So we ask the question today: is her depiction of being
an angry ghost a repeat of the smear campaign? Will she
continue to be known as the angry ghost on Octavia St. or
much more? We’ll let you determine that.
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Tender Roots
“In the predawn hours of a morning in March, 1973, a terrible arson fire swept
through the fifty-unit, four-story apartment building across the street from Zen
Center. The building was destroyed, four people died, and the scores of tenants
had to find new homes.”
A sudden displacement
Already struggling to pay rent
And the flames unforeseen and so
hurried.
Like Sutro in ‘66,
Gartland in ‘75-Suspicion rose, alongside
the ashes and tragedy
on Page Street, 1973.

It was a phoenix nobody asked for.
Gave their souls to the scorched floors,
Four less souls lost to reasons untold.
And neighbors watched
As it flickered and flashed,
And the ashes went up in smoke.

“In the weeks afterward, as the burned-out shell stood waiting for demolition, several of us in the neighborhood had the idea of combining the building’s lot with
the adjacent vacant lot on the corner to make a park.”
The ashes settled,
Neighborhood still.
Like a celebration of life,
Waiting until
the day it’s OK
To smile and start anew.
The soil was teeming with life again;
Would we wait for another high-rise,
Astronomical prices to match?
A grey block as a cover-up patch?
Neighbors took hold
Breathed life into the soil.
Saw a need and cultivated,
Neighbors do that:
Kindness understated.
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Hearts tied to their hands,
Seeds sown to the land.
Now we see the fruits of their labor
To this land:
New life is what they gave her.
And now kindergartners to teenagers
Lovers, readers, kids with the sneaker;
It’s here that we learn,
As seedlings, sprouts that come about
Now trees and food
and flowers and such
That nurture us all in our minds
throughout.
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About Post St. & Buchanan St.
As the piece states, Koshland Community Park and
Learning Garden (its full name) was previously a large
apartment building and a vacant lot. There isn’t much
information on the arson, which makes us think it remains
unsolved. So we would like to first honor the four people lost
in the flames, whose names we don’t know but acknowledge
today.
Koshland Park is an embodiment of what community
effort and resistance looks like; other examples might include
the partial removal of a freeway which ran through Hayes
Valley.¹ In a similar fashion, the neighborhood around Page
& Buchanan felt an urge to claim this block before other
developers did. In a part of town which largely housed lower
income families and residents of color, developers taking
advantage of another cheap block of real estate at the
expense of depriving these residents of possible resources
was not going to happen. The coming-together of
neighbors, the Zen Center, Trust for Public Land,
neighborhood architects, and Daniel E. Koshland, Sr.’s (a.k.a.
Once the CEO of Levi Strauss & Co.) donation was
perfectly-timed to combat impending gentrification.²
The park first opened in 1977; its design even won an award
in 1979.³ It was largely green space and playgrounds!
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Koshland park had been designed by the community with
the needs of the community in mind--it served them well
and was a far better alternative than another gray building.
It became the focal point of the neighborhood. However, as
years passed, there was an increased rate in unwanted crime
specifically around the park, which drove away many people
from the park. And there was extensive damage following the
Loma Prieta Earthquake in 1989, so the community looked to
remodel it after researching in the 90’s how to keep it a
sustainably safe park, particularly for children around the
area.
Its remodel is what we see today: newest additions include
the Peace Wall and the Community Learning Garden. The
park today emits tranquility and a nurturing air to it. Perhaps
it’s because the plants here received so much love,
especially from young hearts and little hands. The garden is
run by CommunityGrows, offering free summer and
after-school programs for kids K-12. The majority of kids who
participate are students of color; teenagers tend to take
advantage of their internship opportunities, which is
especially helpful for formerly incarcerated youth.⁴
A walk through the park might catch a few sights: a pick-up
game of basketball, kids at the playground with their parents,
a couple sitting at a bench admiring the flora, or students
tending to their lemon balm, rosemary, citrus fruits, kale,
brussel sprouts, and more. We hope you consider taking
a stroll here or stopping by on your next run through San
Francisco: stop and appreciate the trees’ shade, butterflies
fluttering by, and the collective efforts of thousands of people
to make this one park become reality.
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CONCLUSIONS
& CALLS TO
ACTION CAN
GO HERE
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CONCLUSIONS
& CALLS TO
ACTION CAN
GO HERE
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ABOUT THE CLASS
Here you can talk about the class if you wish, or give
credit to the curriculum, or explain further the concepts
explored throughout the curriculum (critical geography,
critical consciousness, social justice, community engagement, community organizing, etc.).
Again, this is up to the class as a whole to decide what
they might want to say about the process or the class!
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FURTHER
READING/
WATCHING/
LEARNING/
APPRECIATIONS
GO HERE
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